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Best voice changer for discord free

Discord is one of the best chat games out there and if you're a gamer, chances are you use it every day. Discord offers voice and text chat services and I know that a good number of people who use voice change programs to change their voice while speaking to Discord. Some people do it for privacy reasons, while others do it just for
fun. Whatever your reasons, no one denies the fact that this is a good tool to have in your arsenal. So if you're interested in changing your voice while using Discord, here are the 8 best Voice Changer apps for Discord that you can use in 2021. Top Voice Changer for Discord in 2021 You can use the content below to see the list of all
voice change apps. You can click on the name to move directly to the app in the article. 1. Voicemod One of the most popular and best voice changer programs that you can use on Discord is Voicemod. The service not only gives you tons of different voices, but also makes it quite easy to use. In addition to contention, Voicemod can also
be used with other voice chat services, including Skype, PUBG, Fortnite, Google Chat, Mumble, etc. Voicemod effects also sound more natural than most other voice changer apps I've tried. My favorite voice mods include the cave, the cathedral, owns, and Kong, etc. There are literally hundreds of modifications to choose from, so install
the app and get your voice mods. Pros: Tones of different voicemod effects sound more natural Works with several voice chat services like Skype, PUBG, Fortnite, Google Chat, Excruciating Disadvantages: Some effects don't work as expected Supported platforms: Windows Pricing: Free, in-app purchases available Download 2. AV
Voice Changer Software AV Voice Changer Software is a professional voice changer software that can not only use in real time with services like Twitch and Discord, but also use it to record your morphed voice and edit it in wave form to make it more natural. The software allows you to easily access and change any characteristic of your
voice. Your voice may sound deeper, higher, younger, younger, more feminine, more masculine, more robotic, or modified in any way you like. The software also comes with advanced virtual driver technology, making it compatible with most VoIP programs, role-playing games, and web chat applications. It is available in three different
versions; Foundations, gold and diamond, from which you can choose depending on your budget and requirement. Pros: Option to save your morphed voice and edit it in waveform Advanced virtual driver technology Compatible with most VoIP programs, Games Cons: Pricing: Free trial, $99.95 for full Download 3 license. ClownFish
ClownFish is a free Voice Changer for Windows that you can use to change your voice as you chat in Discord. Discord. the application can be installed at the system level, so any application that uses the microphone can be done to use your modified voice. So, except in Discord, you can use ClownFish in apps like TeamSpeak, Mumble,
Steam, Skype, Google Chat, and more. While ClownFish can't match the number of voice mods provided by apps like VoiceMod, the effects it brings are pretty good. The list of effects include Alien, Atari, Robot, Male, Female, Baby, and Radio among others. The application is also quite easy to create and use. If you're looking for a free
voice change program for Discord, this could be the program. Pros: A good collection of effects works with several applications like TeamSpeak, mumble, Steam, Skype, Google Chat Pretty easy to set up Flaws: The interface looks old-fashioned Supported Platforms: Pricing for Windows: Free Download 4. MorphVox MorphVox is a free
audio effect tool that can change your voice. You can use the built-in voices and sound effects to sound like a man, woman, child, robot, or any of the other supported voices. You can use this free voice change program to change your voice from man to woman and vice versa. The software analyzes your voice to perform the optimal
effects of voice change so that it sounds as close to normal as you can. There are some drawbacks to using this free app though. The first drawback is that it is supported by ads and comes with only two voice choices. The second and more important drawback is that it is not so easy to create to work with Discord, as some of the other
voice change software on this list. You should only use it if you want better sound quality and are ready to take hours to determine its setting. Putting everything in the right perspective, MorphVox is undoubtedly one of the best free voice changers for Discord right now. Pros: Plenty of built-in voices and sound effects Perform optimal voice
change effects Offers the necessary customization to fine-tune your voice Cons: The setup process doesn't clearly require some learning curve Supported platforms: Windows pricing: Free, paid version is available for $39.99 Download 5. Voxal Voice Changer Another good voice changer in our list is Voxal Voice Changer, which brings a
ton of powerful voice-changing features. Not only does it allow you to record voice in real time, but it also allows you to apply effects to already recorded voices. When using Discord, you can use it in real time and there is no delay so you can talk to Discord without sounding synced. The app also has huge library effects that includes a
robot, girl, boy, alien, atmospheric, echo, and much more. With discord, the app works with all voice chat services, including Skype, Google Chat, etc. In general, this is a great voice changer app for Discord. Pros: Solid collection of voice change features Works with all popular voice chat as Skype allows you to record voice in real time
Cons: Supported platforms: Windows and web pricing: free trial, $35.99 Download 6. Voice Changer with Effects If you want to have an easy-to-use voice changer for Contention with multiple cool effects on Android, this person can fit into your needs with ease. The app allows you to record your voice and apply various crazy effects. So,
whether you want to sound like a monster or want to embrace a woman's voice, you can do it using this app. Interestingly, the app also allows you to create an image with a different sound and even make a voice from the text for a more exciting experience. Depending on your needs, you can import pre-recorded sound and fine-tuning to
meet it. Once your sound is ready, you can save it to your photo library or share it with your facebook friends. Everything considered; This is one of the best voice changer for Phone. Pros: Easy to record your voice and customize it A variety of crazy effects Create an image with different sound Cons: Does not have a clean interface
Supported platforms: Android Pricing: Free, in-app purchases available Download 7. RoboVox Voice Changer Pro If you've set your eyes to a loud voice changer for a phone in contention, don't miss roboVox Voice Changer Pro. What makes this voice changer stand out is a large collection of voice styles. So no matter what you want to
show, you can choose the sound style that can be understood well with your avatar. I am particularly impressed by his ability to make his voice heard as a girl or a woman. Therefore, keep a trace of it if you want to surprise your friends. Just in case you're not happy with predefined suggestions, you can completely customize your voice to
suit your style. It has tilt and modulation settings that allow you to customize sound. The app takes advantage of the vocal technology to allow you to record a voice with accuracy. As for the interface, it has looked good to me, if not intuitive. In short, this is the highest girl/female voice changer for Contention. Pros: Large collection of voice
styles Tilt and modulation settings Advanced vocal technologies Cons: Requires some learning curve originally supported platforms: Android Pricing: $1.49 Download 8. Voice Changer - Voice Editor Another voice change app for Discord mobile is Voice Change &amp;quot;&amp; quot; Voice Editor&amp;quot;. The app has over 20 voice
effects that you can use as intended. With this app, you can even slow down or fasten the sound pace. You also have to reduce noise in the audio recording. The app has a free version where you can use voice effects in standard and medium quality. Using the high and HD quality effects will require a premium subscription. One aspect I
didn't like about the app is the fact that there are a lot of ads. Ads. You can remove ads and unlock additional voice tweak features with a premium subscription. Pros: Simple UI Enough Effects Intuitive Control Against: Many Premium Subscription Ads Is A Little Expensive Supported Platforms: Android Pricing: Free, In-App Purchases
Available Download FAQ How do I change my voice on Discord? There are so many apps like Voicemod that let you change your Discord voice with ease. Simply open the Voicemod voice changer app. Then run the Discord app and head to the user's settings. Then go to Voice and Video in the App Settings section and select
Microphone. Now, make the need to change the voice. Is Voicemod for Discord safe? Yes, Voicemode for Contention is safe. So, you can download it to use with Discord without any problem. Moreover, it also works quite well with Twitch, Skype, game recording software like OBS, Teamspeak, VR chat, XSplit, and more. How does
Vauxhall's voice change to Contention? Voxala's change of voice in Disloard is clear. Go to Voice Video in the App Settings section and change it as usual. Are voice changeers illegal? Not. It is legal to change the tone and shape of the voice with different effects. However, you need to do this only for fun. What is the best free voice
changer? Although there are quite a few good free voice changers, MorphVox Jr is considered the best free voice changer. How do I get rid of voice changer clown fish? It's easy to get rid of the clown fish Voice Changer. To do so, all you need to do is uninstall it by following the normal process. If that doesn't help you, you can use a third-
party uninstall app for Windows to simplify the process. Troll Friends &amp;protect Identity with Voice Changer Apps Voice Changed apps are really fun to use and since I've started using them, I've barely gone online on Discord without launching them first. With these voice changer apps for Discord you can have fun with your friends,
and they're great for streamers as well who may want to add some fun things to their streams with these. Check these apps and let us know, which is your favorite app among them all, by typing in the comments section below. Under.
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